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E1076

CONGRESSIONAL RECORD-

Extensions of Remarks

June 12, 2001

Fort Hood, and most recently, Assistant Chief
of Staff CJ-3, Combined Forces Command/
United States Forces Korea and Deputy Cornmanding General, Eighth United States Army.
General Lennox's awards include the Detense Distinguished Service Medal; the Legion
of Merit with 4 Oak Leaf Clusters; the Mertoricus Service Medal with 1 Oak Leaf Cluster,
the Army Commendation Medal with 2 Oak
Leaf Clusters the Army Achievement Medal;
the Korean Order of Military Merit, Inheon
Medal; the Ranger Tab; the Parachutist Badge
and the Army Staff Identification Badge.
Mr. Speaker, General Lennox has had an
impressive career in the military. As he takes
post as Superintendent of the United States
Military Academy, I know that the Members of
the House will loin me in wishing him the best
in the days ahead,

nities. As she said in testimony before the leagues in the House and myself, I rise today
Courts and Intellectual Property Subcommittee is tnbute to the person and life of an eminent
in releasing her findings, "Updating [current Americanscientist, Dr. Frederick Seitz, and in
law] to allow the same activities to take place celebration of his ninetieth birthday. We also
using digital delivery mechanisms, while con- honor Dr. Seitz for his many contributions to
trolling the risks involved, would continue the science and society
basic policy balance struck in 1976. In our
Born July 4, 1911, physicist Frederick Seilz
view, such action is advisable."
Is still a leader in defending America's sciIn general terms, our bill would amend sec- entific integrity. He graduated from Stanford
tions 110(2) and 112(b) of the Copyright Act to University and in 1934 earned his PhD at
ensure that educators can use personal corn- Princeton. Besides teaching and conducting
puters and new technology in the same way research at several universities and General
that they sow use televisions to foster dis- Electric Corporation he served as President of
tance learning. It would broaden the range of the National Academy of Sciences and as
works that may be performed, displayed, or President of Rockefeller University. He audistributed to include the various kinds of thored seven, including two pmmier textbooks.
works that might be included in a multimedia
During World War It, he served as advisor
lesson. And it would broaden the educational for the War Department and as member of the
seltings subject to the exemption to include National Defense Research Committee. He
non-classroom settings (including the home) in has advised NATO as well as several Federal
INTRODUCTION CF H.. 2100, THE which
including the departments of State
lessons,pupils could receive distance-learning agencies,
and Defense, NASA, the Navy and Air Force,
TWENTY-FIRST
CENTURY
DISOur bill differs from the Senate bill is three the Office of Technology
Assessment,
the SeTA OE
LEARNING
ENHANCE
respects. First, we have explicitly included lective Service System and the Smithsonian.
MENT ACT
nonprofit libraries within the scope of the anti- Additionally, Dr. Seitz has served on the
ies that may engage in distance learning ac- Boards, often as chairman or director, of nuHON, RICK BOUCHER
tivities without fear of being found to have via- marous corporations and universities. He
OFvIuRtGINI
fated the law
holds 31 honorary doctorate degrees and 16
IN THE HOUSEOFREPRESENTATIVES
Second, our bill does not contain the Sen- major International awards.
Tuesday, June 12, 2001
ate-passed provision requiring the Patent and
Perhaps Dr Seitz is most recognized by
Trademark Office to provide a report on car- many today as a pioneer in solid state physics
Mr. BOUCHER. Mr. Speaker, I m pleased tain technical
measures that might be used to and the physics of metals-a cornerstone in
to have joined with my colleague from Cali- protect works delivered over the Internet. We the basic science leading to the modern
silcon
fornia, Mr.ISSA,In introducing the aptly named trust that sufficient work is being done by the chip revolution that has touched and
changed
and numbered bill, H.R. 2100, the Twenty- private sector to develop new technology, and the lives of millions for the belter.
First Century Distance Learning Enhancement don't see how a report about what is available
Mr. Speaker, the British philosopher and
Act. As my colleagues may know, the Senate or might be available really advances the goal mathematician, Bertrant Russell
wrote: "in
has approved its own version of a distance of developing new technology.
science men have discovered an activity of
education bill. We look forward to working with
Finally, we did not adopt a last-minute addi- the very highest value In which they are no
our colleagues in the House to move our bill lion to the Senate bill,made after the measure longer, as in art, dependent for progress
upon
quickly and to reconcile the two versions for had been reported by the Senate Judiciary the appearance of continually
greater genius,
the benefit of educators and students of all Committee, that relates to the requirement im- for in science the successors stand
upon the
ages throughout the country.
posed on qualifying organzations to adopt shoulders of their predecessors; where one
In 1976, when closed-circuit television was technological measures to prevent unauthor- man of supremegenius has invented
a meththe "state of the art" distance learning tech- ized use or further dissemination of works od, a thousand lesser men can
apply it." It is
notogy, Congress amended the Copyright Act used for distance learning purposes, As re- our considered opinion that Mr. Russell
had in
to help promote this new way of distributing ported by the Senate Judiciary Committee, the mind men like Dr. Frederick Seitz.
However,
knowledge by exempting qualifying television bill would have required qualifying institutions Dr. Seitzis not only a man of supreme
genius,
transmissions received in traditional classroom to apply technological measures that, "in the but also one of superior honor and
goodness.
like settings. Over the next two decades, as ordinary course of their operations." prevent
Congratulations, Dr. Seitz, on your 90th
technology evolved, it became evident that the proscribed activities. AS amended on the birthday, and a greatful nation and
its people
teachers could offer their students a richer Senate floor, however, the bill deleted this say, "Thank you."
oducational expedence, but only if the law qualifying phrase and instead was rewnritten
to
kept pace with technology. It had become in- require these institutions to apply measures
creasingly evident to me that expanded dis- that "reasonably" prevent such activities. BeIN HONOR OF EARL WILLIAMS
lance learning opportunities would be partic- fore deciding which may be the better formulalady important to our constituents in rural tion, we believe it will be important for the
HON. EDOLPHUS TOWNS
areas. With the advent of computers and the House to understand the distinctions intended
OFNEUYORK
Internet, we finally have'
way to connect and the Implications that one choice or the
IN THE HOUSEr
OF REPRESENTATItVElS
them with the best learning the world had to other may have for interpreting other laws in
Tuesday, June 12, 2001
offer-but we nseed to clear away some hut- particular Section 1201 of the Digital Millendies so that this new technology may be used nium Copyright Act.
Mr. TOWNS. Mr. Speaker, I rise in honor of
in ways not imagined in 1976.
We look forward to working with our col- Earl Williams. Earl is a deeply devoted man,
In 1997, I joined with several members of leagues to enhance distance learning opportu- both to his community of East New
the House in putting forward a proposal to up- nities by moving expeditiously with consider- well as to his church. Mr. Williams York as
has been
date the law. It became clear that further study Lation of the bill.
I1a leading Brooklyn community activist and
was necessary to ensure that Congress struck
civi leader for the last 30 years.
the appropriate balance between the interests
Earl Williams has been maried to his wife,
of copyright owners and information conA PROCLAMATION RECOGNIZING
Ruth, for 39 years. He and Ruth are the parsumers. As part of the Digital Millennium
DR. FREDERICK SEITZ
eantsof two children, Jacqueline Denise and
Copyright Act of 1998, Congress directed the
Mark, and have one grandchild, Marissa. Mr.
Register of Copyrights to conduct a study and
HON, JOHN E. PETERSON
Williams and his wife are both communicants
to make recommendations to enhance dinOF PENNSYLVANIA
of St. Laurence Roman Catholic Church where
tance learning opportunities through the use of
IN THE HouSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Earl serves in the ministry of hospitality.
the most modern technologies, In releasing
A native of the Republic of Panama, Earl
her study two years later, the Register of
Tuesday, June 12, 2001
journeyed to the United States as a young
Copyrights supported changes to current law
Mr. PETERSON of Pennsylvania. Mr. man and served in the United States Air
that would enhance distance learning opportu- Speaker. on behalf of a number of my col- Force. He holds a degree from the
College of
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